
Surf Favourites, Bali edition



Our Bali
favourites We are so stoked to share with you some of We are so stoked to share with you some of 

our favorite places to eat, chill, surf and shop our favorite places to eat, chill, surf and shop 
on The Island of the Gods. All of the following on The Island of the Gods. All of the following 
recommendations have been trialled, tested recommendations have been trialled, tested 
and approved.and approved.

Looking for some more Bali tips? Slide your Looking for some more Bali tips? Slide your 
questions into our DM. We would love to share!questions into our DM. We would love to share!

“Bali is more than a place. It’s a 
mood, it’s magical. It’s a tropical 
state of mind.”



Favourite
surf spots

“Foam is your friend. Don’t be scared of it. A 
little bit of extra foam here and there is good 

for the soul and your surfing.”

- Rob Machado

Bali is so great because it offers much versatility when Bali is so great because it offers much versatility when 
it comes to surfing. From the type of break, level of it comes to surfing. From the type of break, level of 
difficulty, as well as forgiveness. We all know what a difficulty, as well as forgiveness. We all know what a 
gnarly wipeout feels like.gnarly wipeout feels like.

Here are a few of our favourite spots that range inHere are a few of our favourite spots that range in
difficulty from easiest to more challenging. difficulty from easiest to more challenging. 

Legian beach

Baby Reef

Batu Bolong

Baby Padang

This beach break is perfect for you This beach break is perfect for you 
to learn to start catching your first to learn to start catching your first 
waves. With a sandy bottom, rest waves. With a sandy bottom, rest 
assured that if you do experience assured that if you do experience 
your first wipeout, it won’t deter your first wipeout, it won’t deter 
you too much from paddling right you too much from paddling right 
back out again.back out again.

This spot definitely could not miss This spot definitely could not miss 
from the list of favourites as it is from the list of favourites as it is 
so different to all the others. As so different to all the others. As 
suggested by the name, this is a suggested by the name, this is a 
reef break, and best to surf at a reef break, and best to surf at a 
higher tide. To reach this break, higher tide. To reach this break, 
you’ll have to take a little day trip you’ll have to take a little day trip 
down to Sanur and take a ride on down to Sanur and take a ride on 
a wooden boat to reach the surf a wooden boat to reach the surf 
spot. The best thing about this spot spot. The best thing about this spot 
is that it literally feels like you are is that it literally feels like you are 
surfing in the middle of the ocean. surfing in the middle of the ocean. 
A truly authentic Indonesian surf A truly authentic Indonesian surf 
experience and we love it.experience and we love it.

This has to be one of the most This has to be one of the most 
popular (and crowded) spots for popular (and crowded) spots for 
surfers of all levels. Located in surfers of all levels. Located in 
Canggu, it is definitely the most Canggu, it is definitely the most 
accessible for anyone living in accessible for anyone living in 
the area. The beach break offers the area. The beach break offers 
waves for both regulars and goof-waves for both regulars and goof-
ies to share in the fun. Depending ies to share in the fun. Depending 
on the swell, you can get really fun on the swell, you can get really fun 
waves closer to the shore, as well waves closer to the shore, as well 
as decently sized waves breaking as decently sized waves breaking 
further out in the line-up for those further out in the line-up for those 
that feel up to the challenge.that feel up to the challenge.

Uluwatu is such a beautiful spot Uluwatu is such a beautiful spot 
in Bali, the clear blue water and in Bali, the clear blue water and 
white sand just hits different. white sand just hits different. 
Infamously known for breaks the Infamously known for breaks the 
gnarly breaks, there are still some gnarly breaks, there are still some 
spots that are beginner friendly. spots that are beginner friendly. 
Baby Padang is great for begin-Baby Padang is great for begin-
ners, and it offers both a left and ners, and it offers both a left and 
right mellow wave that are right mellow wave that are 
beginner friendly.beginner friendly.



Coaches

Mysurf has been rated as a top Mysurf has been rated as a top 
experience with AirBnB and experience with AirBnB and 
we can totally vouch for that as we can totally vouch for that as 
well. With a large number of well. With a large number of 
surf coaches to choose from, surf coaches to choose from, 
Timo (the owner) is bound to Timo (the owner) is bound to 
allocate one to you that suits allocate one to you that suits 
your needs. The coaches are your needs. The coaches are 
all super friendly and outgo-all super friendly and outgo-
ing, you’re guaranteed to have ing, you’re guaranteed to have 
a great time catching some a great time catching some 
waves. From complete begin-waves. From complete begin-
ner to intermediate, they’ve ner to intermediate, they’ve 
got them all. After you’re done got them all. After you’re done 
your session, they encourage your session, they encourage 
you to stick around for a quick you to stick around for a quick 
coconut or other refreshing coconut or other refreshing 
drink and have a laugh with drink and have a laugh with 
the whole gang. If you’re feel-the whole gang. If you’re feel-
ing up to it, you can also chal-ing up to it, you can also chal-
lenge on of the team to chess lenge on of the team to chess 
game. Mysurf also organizes game. Mysurf also organizes 
surf trips so many cool spots surf trips so many cool spots 
around Indonesia, be sure to around Indonesia, be sure to 
ask around for their itineraries. ask around for their itineraries. 

Surfing for the first time can be super daunting. This Surfing for the first time can be super daunting. This 
is why we would recommend taking a few lessons is why we would recommend taking a few lessons 
first in order to build some confidence out there in first in order to build some confidence out there in 
the water. We also like to surf with a coach regularly the water. We also like to surf with a coach regularly 
to improve our skills. These are our favs!to improve our skills. These are our favs!

Nova is the man if you’reNova is the man if you’re
looking for a coach who will looking for a coach who will 
listen to you and your surfing listen to you and your surfing 
needs. We like to call it a therapy needs. We like to call it a therapy 
session in the water, because he session in the water, because he 
really understands that surfing really understands that surfing 
is about a lot more than physical is about a lot more than physical 
skill. It’s a mental game which skill. It’s a mental game which 
can be quite frustrating, but he can be quite frustrating, but he 
can help you master it all. Nova can help you master it all. Nova 
is a local guy who mostly surfs at is a local guy who mostly surfs at 
Kedungu, but can go anywhere Kedungu, but can go anywhere 
you like. He also speaks goodyou like. He also speaks good
English, which is a big plus! Shoot English, which is a big plus! Shoot 
him a message on WhatsApp for him a message on WhatsApp for 
more info: +62 878-6047-1661.more info: +62 878-6047-1661.

Mysurf

Surf Coach Nova



Pre-surf fuel Crate

Motion cafe 

BGS

A really cool and trendy place in the heart A really cool and trendy place in the heart 
of Canggu, be sure to go early to avoid the of Canggu, be sure to go early to avoid the 
crowd. Really affordable as well with no crowd. Really affordable as well with no 
items being priced over 60k. items being priced over 60k. 

We have curated a few spots for our favourite We have curated a few spots for our favourite 
pre-surf fuel. Surfing burns so many calories, pre-surf fuel. Surfing burns so many calories, 
and is a rather tough workout, so it’s vital to and is a rather tough workout, so it’s vital to 
make sure that you’ve nourished your body make sure that you’ve nourished your body 
enough to tackle the waves. enough to tackle the waves. 

This is a go-to place if you are into all things This is a go-to place if you are into all things 
health and fitness. It’s the best place if you health and fitness. It’s the best place if you 
are looking for some quick nutrient-rich are looking for some quick nutrient-rich 
snacks, shakes and smoothies to grab on snacks, shakes and smoothies to grab on 
the go before going out for a surf. Every-the go before going out for a surf. Every-
thing is home made and caters to all sorts thing is home made and caters to all sorts 
of diets. We are also happy to endorse this of diets. We are also happy to endorse this 
place, and they go above and beyond to place, and they go above and beyond to 
incorporate sustainability into theirincorporate sustainability into their
operations. operations. 

Cute little coffee shop that doubles as a surf Cute little coffee shop that doubles as a surf 
shop is the perfect spot to stop and grab a shop is the perfect spot to stop and grab a 
quick caffeine booster before paddling out quick caffeine booster before paddling out 
(don’t forget to try their homemade almond (don’t forget to try their homemade almond 
milk, it’s delicious!). It’s also a great spot to milk, it’s delicious!). It’s also a great spot to 
meet fellow surfers and browse around for meet fellow surfers and browse around for 
a new board or equipment if needed. BGS a new board or equipment if needed. BGS 
has a total of 3 shops, one in Canggu and has a total of 3 shops, one in Canggu and 
two in the Uluwatu area, therefore you can two in the Uluwatu area, therefore you can 
pop in on whichever side of the island you pop in on whichever side of the island you 
find yourself in.find yourself in.



Post-surf 
fuel

Sisterfields

Shady shack

Superfood

Oma Jamu

There is no better feeling than getting a nutritious feed There is no better feeling than getting a nutritious feed 
after a successful surf sesh. Here are some of ourafter a successful surf sesh. Here are some of our
favourite spots in both Seminyak and Canggu area, so favourite spots in both Seminyak and Canggu area, so 
you can take your pick depending on which break you can take your pick depending on which break 
you’ve been surfing at. you’ve been surfing at. 

Shady shack is a veg-Shady shack is a veg-
etarian haven. With etarian haven. With 
their special twists on their special twists on 
their traditional dishes, their traditional dishes, 
it’s good enough to it’s good enough to 
sway a non-vegetarian sway a non-vegetarian 
to the world of veg-to the world of veg-
gies. It’s location is also gies. It’s location is also 
great to meet up with great to meet up with 
friends and has a very friends and has a very 
bohemian vibe sure to bohemian vibe sure to 
help you unwind after help you unwind after 
a heavy session in the a heavy session in the 
water. water. 

Located in Seminyak, sisterfields Located in Seminyak, sisterfields 
is a must-go to if you’re missing is a must-go to if you’re missing 
the western food culture. Set-up the western food culture. Set-up 
by Australian owners, they are by Australian owners, they are 
bringing the true Ozzie “brekkie” bringing the true Ozzie “brekkie” 
into Bali and we love it. into Bali and we love it. 

The name says it all, The name says it all, 
you can be sure to find you can be sure to find 
the most nutritious the most nutritious 
food here for a whole-food here for a whole-
some post-surf meal to some post-surf meal to 
re-fuel your body.re-fuel your body.

We are suckers for any We are suckers for any 
local Indo food, and local Indo food, and 
pair that with a nutri-pair that with a nutri-
tious vegan vibe, it’s a tious vegan vibe, it’s a 
sure win our books.  sure win our books.  
There is an abundance There is an abundance 
of choices to fuel your of choices to fuel your 
body with a rustic little body with a rustic little 
buffet serving hearty buffet serving hearty 
homemade vibes homemade vibes 
provided by your very provided by your very 
own “Oma” which is own “Oma” which is 
grandmother in Baha-grandmother in Baha-
sa. Delicious food at an sa. Delicious food at an 
affordable price, what affordable price, what 
more could you want.more could you want.
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R&R
Rest and relaxation

Amo is one of the most Amo is one of the most 
popular spas in Canggu popular spas in Canggu 
and for good reason. The and for good reason. The 
spa has a large array of spa has a large array of 
holistic wellness treatments holistic wellness treatments 
to choose from, but most to choose from, but most 
popular amongst surfers is popular amongst surfers is 
the special surfers the special surfers 
massage, and access to massage, and access to 
their social sauna. You’ll their social sauna. You’ll 
find cold and warm find cold and warm 
plunge pools, steams plunge pools, steams 
rooms and a jacuzzi which rooms and a jacuzzi which 
is bound to melt away all is bound to melt away all 
the fatigue kept in your the fatigue kept in your 
muscles. Another highlight muscles. Another highlight 
of the Spa is the view of of the Spa is the view of 
the rice fields while the rice fields while 
enjoying your treatment enjoying your treatment 
that allows you to feel like that allows you to feel like 
you are away from the you are away from the 
bustling chaos of Canggu bustling chaos of Canggu 
for a little moment. for a little moment. 

Amo Spa

Jamu Spa

We definitely know first hand how exhausting surfing can be. We definitely know first hand how exhausting surfing can be. 
There’s honestly no better feeling that getting all those knots out There’s honestly no better feeling that getting all those knots out 
and there’s no better place than Bali to unwind in a relaxing spa. and there’s no better place than Bali to unwind in a relaxing spa. 

This spa is one of our personal This spa is one of our personal 
favourites, such a cute and au-favourites, such a cute and au-
thentic boutique spa that focuses thentic boutique spa that focuses 
on the use of natural products as on the use of natural products as 
well as ancient Indonesian healing well as ancient Indonesian healing 
techniques to indulge your body in. techniques to indulge your body in. 
With eco-friendliness at the heart With eco-friendliness at the heart 
of their values, all their products are of their values, all their products are 
home-made or exclusively made in home-made or exclusively made in 
Indonesia with raw products locally Indonesia with raw products locally 
sourced. The price range as with sourced. The price range as with 
Amo, is definitely slightly higher Amo, is definitely slightly higher 
than other spas in the area. While than other spas in the area. While 
there are budget massage parlors there are budget massage parlors 
offering cheaper prices, we feel like offering cheaper prices, we feel like 
it’s also nice to treat yourself every it’s also nice to treat yourself every 
now and then, and Jamu definitely now and then, and Jamu definitely 
does not disappoint. does not disappoint. 



Surf shops

Bali is considered a surfers paradise for so many reasons, apart from there being world Bali is considered a surfers paradise for so many reasons, apart from there being world 
class breaks, there are also so many local artisan shops that are passionate about their craft class breaks, there are also so many local artisan shops that are passionate about their craft 
offering good quality surf equipment. From boards, to gear to accessories. The following offering good quality surf equipment. From boards, to gear to accessories. The following 
shops are sure to have you covered no matter what you may need. shops are sure to have you covered no matter what you may need. 

Our favourite shop for anything surf related Our favourite shop for anything surf related 
is Channel Islands (also known as Onboard is Channel Islands (also known as Onboard 
store). They have a few locations, but we store). They have a few locations, but we 
like to go to the one in Seminyak. Fred is like to go to the one in Seminyak. Fred is 
our go-to man to help us here. They sell our go-to man to help us here. They sell 
surfboards, fins, boardbags, clothes, surf surfboards, fins, boardbags, clothes, surf 
accessories, and even surfskates.accessories, and even surfskates.

If you’re in the Bukit area, definitely stop If you’re in the Bukit area, definitely stop 
by at their location there. You can shop by at their location there. You can shop 
and also have a coffee at their coffee shop. and also have a coffee at their coffee shop. 
While you’re there, cross the road to visit While you’re there, cross the road to visit 
our other favourite surf shop: Drifter.our other favourite surf shop: Drifter.

Drifter has two locations, but we prefer the Drifter has two locations, but we prefer the 
one in the Bukit. It’s a shop with a cafe and one in the Bukit. It’s a shop with a cafe and 
the interior is just so darn cool! They sell all the interior is just so darn cool! They sell all 
kinds of surf-related goodies. Some of our kinds of surf-related goodies. Some of our 
favourite things to buy here are their stickers favourite things to buy here are their stickers 
and cards, they have a nice selection available and cards, they have a nice selection available 
made by a talented artist.made by a talented artist.

“If in doubt, paddle out.”

- Nat Young

Channel Islands

Drifter



You’ll find these guys You’ll find these guys 
right in the heart of the right in the heart of the 
Canggu shortcut which Canggu shortcut which 
is an experience of its is an experience of its 
own. They are very pro-own. They are very pro-
fessional and will patch fessional and will patch 
up your board and have up your board and have 
you good to go on the you good to go on the 
waves in no time. Their waves in no time. Their 
work is very precise and work is very precise and 
their color matching is their color matching is 
super accurate. In busier super accurate. In busier 
seasons allow a couple of seasons allow a couple of 
days for your board to be days for your board to be 
ready, otherwise you can ready, otherwise you can 
drop off your board in drop off your board in 
the morning and collect the morning and collect 
it the following day. They it the following day. They 
also have a selection of also have a selection of 
second hand boards in second hand boards in 
great conditions for sale great conditions for sale 
at super affordable prices. at super affordable prices. 
Have a browse and you Have a browse and you 
might leave the shop with might leave the shop with 
more than you intended. more than you intended. 

Ding repair

We all know that pain deep down when our boards get a little We all know that pain deep down when our boards get a little 
scratch or a ding. Whether your baby is brand new or a veteran scratch or a ding. Whether your baby is brand new or a veteran 
on the waves, damage in any way shape or form usually needs on the waves, damage in any way shape or form usually needs 
to be dealt with quickly. Either the lazy luggage handler just flings to be dealt with quickly. Either the lazy luggage handler just flings 
your board around carelessly or your leash snaps in the Men-your board around carelessly or your leash snaps in the Men-
tawais and your board makes a bee line straight for the exposed tawais and your board makes a bee line straight for the exposed 
reef (speaking from personal experience), these guys have got reef (speaking from personal experience), these guys have got 
you covered and will hand you your board as good as new. you covered and will hand you your board as good as new. 

Half King has had our back Half King has had our back 
ever since we arrived in Bali. ever since we arrived in Bali. 
We stumbled upon this shop We stumbled upon this shop 
when we dinged our board, when we dinged our board, 
everything was closedeverything was closed
already and needed a quick already and needed a quick 
next-day fix. We’ve been next-day fix. We’ve been 
coming here ever since. coming here ever since. 
They are skilled, fast and They are skilled, fast and 
very affordable. Half King also very affordable. Half King also 
sells second hand boards sells second hand boards 
and high quality custom fins, and high quality custom fins, 
which The GOAT himself has which The GOAT himself has 
surfed as well. Pretty epic!surfed as well. Pretty epic!

Aki Surf Shop 

Half King



No flat days Fetch Surf Concept

Watching the waves in Ulus

Surf skating

On some days where you don’t paddle On some days where you don’t paddle 
out, try dropping by Fetch for one of their out, try dropping by Fetch for one of their 
training sessions. You’re sure to break training sessions. You’re sure to break 
a sweat and leave feeling satisfied. The a sweat and leave feeling satisfied. The 
trainers there are all professionals and surf trainers there are all professionals and surf 
enthusiasts that strive to help you boost enthusiasts that strive to help you boost 
your strength, mobility and endurance in your strength, mobility and endurance in 
order to be the best surfer you desire to order to be the best surfer you desire to 
be. Moreover, they also offer personalized be. Moreover, they also offer personalized 
surf programs that can be done remotely surf programs that can be done remotely 
as well, so you will never have a flat day no as well, so you will never have a flat day no 
matter where you may be.matter where you may be.

Some days may be flat, or some days the Some days may be flat, or some days the 
swell may be pumping so hard that you swell may be pumping so hard that you 
don’t feel comfortable paddling out and don’t feel comfortable paddling out and 
that’s okay. There are still plenty of surf re-that’s okay. There are still plenty of surf re-
lated activities to indulge in when the waves lated activities to indulge in when the waves 
aren’t giving you what you want. aren’t giving you what you want. 

When the big swell comes in, a drive down When the big swell comes in, a drive down 
to Ulus to check out the surfers is sure to to Ulus to check out the surfers is sure to 
leave you speechless. We definitely aspire leave you speechless. We definitely aspire 
to be able to surf waves like that one day, to be able to surf waves like that one day, 
but for now, we’re just content with watch-but for now, we’re just content with watch-
ing the pros do their things. Endless lines ing the pros do their things. Endless lines 
just forming in the distance and breaking just forming in the distance and breaking 
into perfect barrels is nothing short of a into perfect barrels is nothing short of a 
spectacle, coupled with a breathtaking spectacle, coupled with a breathtaking 
Bali sunset, there’s no better way to end Bali sunset, there’s no better way to end 
the day. And who knows, if you’re lucky the day. And who knows, if you’re lucky 
enough, you might be able to peep Kelly enough, you might be able to peep Kelly 
Slater absolutely shredding the waves. He is Slater absolutely shredding the waves. He is 
definitely an avid fan of Ulus. definitely an avid fan of Ulus. 

One of the best things to add to your surf- One of the best things to add to your surf- 
training program in order to refine some training program in order to refine some 
of your techniques on your board. You can of your techniques on your board. You can 
practice rail to rail, bottom and top turns, practice rail to rail, bottom and top turns, 
cut backs, backside and frontside all the cut backs, backside and frontside all the 
good stuff to boost your confidence and good stuff to boost your confidence and 
get you progressing quickly.get you progressing quickly.

Amplitude Skate park in Kerobokan is the Amplitude Skate park in Kerobokan is the 
perfect place to test out your skills or just perfect place to test out your skills or just 
hang out and watch the skaters do their hang out and watch the skaters do their 
thing. If you haven’t got a surf skate, not to thing. If you haven’t got a surf skate, not to 
worry, you can rent one there. They also worry, you can rent one there. They also 
have a sweet entrance deal tuesday-have a sweet entrance deal tuesday-
thursday morning for just 50K.thursday morning for just 50K.



Thank you
We hope you enjoyed reading our guide and found We hope you enjoyed reading our guide and found 
some of our suggestions helpful. The best thing about some of our suggestions helpful. The best thing about 
Bali is that there is no shortage in anything surf related. Bali is that there is no shortage in anything surf related. 
These are just a few of many favorites. We really These are just a few of many favorites. We really 
appreciate your support, and really look forward to appreciate your support, and really look forward to 
seeing you all living your best lives out there in the line-seeing you all living your best lives out there in the line-
up with one of our SunDaze Suits. up with one of our SunDaze Suits. 

Keep chasing that SunDaze state of mind.Keep chasing that SunDaze state of mind.


